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Those on a study trip there are struck by how much support is provided in helping
special needs kids who are included in regular schools

Finland has often attracted global attention for being an education miracle - there are no major exams until the

age of 18, private tuition is unheard of and yet students still do well in global education rankings.

But the exam-free culture is not the only noteworthy part about its education system. Schools there have gone

big on inclusive education - including children with special needs in regular schools - in the last three decades.

More than 95 per cent of its students with special needs, including those with severe conditions such as

cerebral palsy, are in publicly funded, regular schools known as comprehensive schools.

The Straits Times visited four such schools in Finland and spoke to several academics and education officials

on a trip with non-profit organisation The Lien Foundation to see how seriously the country takes its mission

of letting special needs children learn alongside their peers.

The aim of the week-long learning trip in August was to explore what Singapore can learn from the way

Finnish schools cater to students with special needs within mainstream school settings. Two educators from

Singapore also went on the trip.

HOW BOTH COUNTRIES DO SPECIAL EDUCATION

In Finland, by law every child must receive education according to their ability or special need.

Since the 1990s, it has closed many segregated special education schools and moved students with disabilities

into mainstream comprehensive schools, which cater to ages seven to 16. Hence, the number of students in

separate special schools has fallen from 8,300 in 2007 to 4,400 last year.
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All students, with or without special needs, are part of Finland's three-tiered system of support, which aims to

provide customised help for those in need.

At least 12 per cent of students receive general support, while another 10 per cent get intensified support and

another 8 per cent receive more targeted help, like personal education plans.

In Singapore, some privately run pre-schools have opened doors to children with special needs, and about 80

per cent of students with special needs attend mainstream schools.

These students have learning difficulties due to conditions such as dyslexia, autism or attention deficit

hyperactivity disorder. The rest, or about 6,200 students, attend 19 special education schools, which are for

those who require more support.

MORE SUPPORT AND TRAINING

Singapore is on the right track by integrating most students with special needs in regular schools, but

observers said more work can be done to ensure that they get enough support.

This could be through more teachers or assistants, extra therapist coaching in schools and individual

education plans.

The executive director of Rainbow Centre, Ms Tan Sze Wee, who was on the Finland trip, was struck by the

amount of support special needs students, even those with severe disabilities, had in regular schools. Rainbow

Centre runs early intervention centres and special education schools for about 1,400 students with autism or

multiple disabilities.

"Special education teachers in Finland are highly qualified and well trained; a key feature of the inclusive

classrooms was their co-teaching and co-planning of lessons with the mainstream teachers," she said.

By law, special classes even in regular schools are kept small in Finland - one teacher to a group of six to eight

students with severe learning problems.

More than 7,000 special teachers - most of whom hold master's degrees in special education - in Finland

support 43,000 students with special needs.

In Singapore, there are about 1,300 teachers in the 19 special education schools supporting about 6,200

students.

There are also close to 500 allied educators who help students with learning and behavioural issues in

mainstream schools. There are more than 300 primary and secondary schools, and most have at least one

allied educator.
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The Ministry of Education said new teachers have basic knowledge of how to support students with mild

special needs and learning differences, and every primary and secondary school has a core group of teachers

trained in special needs.

But mainstream school teachers are also responsible for all children, and observers said one allied educator

could be seeing as many as 50 students with learning needs on a regular basis at the same time.

PREPARING KIDS FOR LIFE, NOT EXAMS

Observers said the fixation on academic results and competitiveness among Singapore students may be

hurdles to inclusive education.

Another who was on the trip, Dr Jacqueline Chung, academic director and senior principal at St James' Church

Kindergarten, said primary school teachers here tend to focus on gearing up children for the Primary School

Leaving Examination. "It can be pressurising for students with learning difficulties if they cannot keep up with

the pace of learning," she added.

In contrast, children in Finland do not have any standardised or high-stakes exams. Teachers use projects or

homework to evaluate their progress and track learning.

Dr Marjo Kyllonen, head of development services in the education sector in the city of Helsinki, said schools in

Finland believe in portfolio assessment - assessing students based on learning tasks and objectives. This

learning is more natural for students, she said, as opposed to cramming for tests and not remembering

anything you studied the next day.

Students receive basic education in the same comprehensive school for nine years, and entrance to upper

secondary schools depends on their grade point average at the end of Grade 9. They can also choose to join

vocational institutes.

Related Story
Learning for all, the Finnish way
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Both routes can lead to university.

Said Ms Tan: "If we can move away from exams as the primary way to decide on places for schools, and look

instead at different ways of teaching and evaluating diverse learners in one classroom, our children will learn to

value and respect diversity."

WHAT SINGAPORE CAN DO

Some observers think there is more room to integrate more special needs children, even those with moderate

conditions, into regular schools.

Lien Foundation chief executive Lee Poh Wah said the concept of special education here is "still rooted in an

archaic system of separate special schools run by social service organisations".

"This creates a parallel universe that insulates these children from the real world. It denies all children the

opportunity to socialise with peers of different abilities," he said.

Instead of building more special schools, Mr Lee suggested channelling resources to create a network of

inclusive primary schools, training more mainstream teachers in special needs and equipping schools with

dedicated specialists such as psychologists, therapists and social workers.

Research shows that such arrangements benefit even typically developing children. A 2016 paper by Harvard

Graduate School of Education found that students with special needs who went to general education classes

outperformed their peers in segregated settings.

The report, which looked at studies from 25 countries, said that including students with disabilities does not

have adverse effects on typically developing children.

It may even improve teaching practices for all students, as teachers and principals are required to support the

needs of each child individually.

Kalasatama Comprehensive School in Finland is an example of this - classrooms are in different complexes,

each of which is centred around a communal space. Each complex has a mix of regular and special classes.

Ms Leena Kolho-Venalainen, principal of Jokiniemi School in the Finnish city of Vantaa, said because

mainstream children grow up with special needs peers, they accept each other as part of their world - an

important lesson for adulthood.

There is no bullying, and hardly any questions from parents about whether their children will be affected, she

said.

Said Mr Lee: "Rather than see it as an issue of cost, it is about rethinking the way we provide adequate support

and educator training to better meet the diverse learning needs of all children."


